
The Incredible Importance of Voting - The November 8 mid-term elections are
an opportunity to speak out on the tyranny that is being legislated and mandated by our 
elected officals. Not only are our God-given rights being infringed on, but our economy is in 
tatters. Small businesses are fighting for their economic lives while the media, big tech, big pharma 
and favored corporations are controlling the narrative and reaping the profits. Perhaps, worst of all, 
is the indoctrination of our children in public schools and universities. It stops with each and every 
one of us voting to take back our country. Sitting out this election is not an option. Swamp ‘em!

A New Breed of Candidates - Fortunately, a new breed of candidates are stepping forward. 
People who will not stand by and let our way of life be destroyed. Every trick in the book is 
being used to discredit and smear them and to dillute the conservative vote by promoting 
“ringers,” while coaslescing behind a single progressive. Before voting for the same old politicians,
regardless of their party, research their voting records. They will not advertise the lavish spending 
and extremist bills they are supporting in D.C. or the state capitol. Find out how they stand on 
government spending, taxes, border security, crime prevention, censorship, parental, religious and 
2nd Amendment rights, medical freedom, indoctrination in schools, etc.

Focus on the Local - You have the most influence with local candidates and an opportunity to 
assses them before they go on to higher offices. Attend candidate forums to find out what they 
stand for. Name recognition plays a key part in winning. Support your chosen candidates by 
volunteering, knocking on doors, handing out flyers and making phone calls. Learn all you can about 
those running for school board positions and be wary of union-endorsed candidates. 

Why Wait Until Election Day to Vote? - Mixed messages are circulating about the best time to 
vote. The enticing opportunty to “vote early” and mail or drop off your vote-by-mail ballot well
ahead of Election Day plays right into the game plan of those manipulating the algorithms by 
giving them time to do so.

Do Your Homework - Voter Guides for all states, that include the less visible seats, can be found at 
https://BiblicalVoter.com

Analyzing State Propositions - Frank Kacer, a retired pastor, has been analyzying California’s 
propositons since 2004. Visit https://tinyurl.com/2rxet6nf for a comprehensive overview of each 
proposition. In general, propositions cost the taxpaper money, reward special interests or take away 
freedoms. Their titles are often misleading and can contain poison pills buried in their text. 

Judging the Judges - The Judicial Voter Guide for all states can be found at this website: 
https://tinyurl.com/Y3pumeb6. It provides a rating system that uses their records to distinguish 
between activist judges and constitutional judges. 

Pray for the Best but Stay Awake - It will take awhile to turn things around. Be patient regardless 
of who wins. Support small businesses; dump the big banks, mainstream newspapers and social 
media accounts; use cash; pay off debt; and be kind. Stay awake and use your critical thinking skills.

Vote In Person on Election Day. Bring Your Own Ballot.
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